Amplify Your
Digital Citizen
Engagement
Inform Your Citizens of Civil
Initiatives with CivicPlus
and Civil Space
®

Your administration is committed to building the

To help inform your decision-making and better engage

infrastructure, opportunities, and community that

citizens, CivicPlus integrates with the Civil Space public

your citizens want—so why is participation in public

consultation platform. Civil Space’s unique engagement

meetings and open forums so low? It’s not because

and collaboration software enables local governments to

your citizens don’t care about local projects—it’s

efficiently and effectively educate citizens on current

because you need a better, modern way to share

issues, and gauge public interest, sentiments, concerns,

information, open channels for dialog, and

and excitement for the topics that will most impact their

synthesize their feedback.

community from annual budgeting to development
projects and everything in between.

www.civicplus.com

Building Moments of
Engagement
Civil Space is a people-centric engagement platform built to help
communities and organizations co-design better futures.

Increase the Amount of
High-Quality Feedback
You Receive

Help Your Audiences
Understand the Whole
Process

Set up your engagements to appear on

Quickly build project hub pages to

your CivicPlus website to include just

communicate a project’s purpose and stages,

enough context to ensure your community

and share essential contacts, files, media,

is informed, but not overwhelmed.

and open engagements.

Unlock Insights with Ease; Get to Impactful
Meaning Faster
Built-in cross tabbing and filtering for quantitative responses and open-ended text analysis helps get
you from engagement completion to actionable results understood in record time.

www.civicplus.com

Civil Space Engagement and
Collaboration Functionality
Civil Space provides a robust platform and integrates with your CivicPlus
solutions so you can do more, with less.

One Consolidated System
for Engagement Planning,
Design, and Tracking
With Civil Space, centralized
functionality replaces the numerous,
disconnected software tools you need to
plan, design, and track your engagement

Seamless Integration
with Your Favorite
CivicPlus Solutions

campaigns from end-to-end.

Reporting and
Analytics for Informed
Decision Making

Civil Space amplifies the functionality of

With access to robust contextual insights and

your CivicEngage®, Engage 6, or CivicCMS®

thorough-yet-simple reporting tools, Civil

website as the hub of your citizen

Space allows you to aggregate and analyze

engagement efforts, and extends the

engagement results for informed civic

abilities of CP Connect™ to help you gauge

decision-making.

trends in public sentiments and issues.

Toxicity Nudging
and Automated
Moderation

Accessible, Online
Bulletin Board and
Gathering Place

Commenting and threaded conversation

Your hub for sharing community-driven

capabilities identify potentially

ideas and collaborating with people on

inflammatory comments and encourage

impactful, collective decisions. Civil Space

contributors to re-phrase, ensuring their
voice is heard but adds constructively to
the conversation, reducing moderation
efforts and building trust.

An Elegant, Intuitive
User Experience for
Ease of Engagement

is designed to educate and provide context
to issues, raise engagement levels, and
harness the feedback that matters.

Civil Space takes a transparent, collective, and
context-minded approach to online engagement.
Grounded in best practices from the
International Association for Public Participation
(IAP2), Civil Space encourages healthier and
more empathetic community conversations,
amplifies diverse voices, and creates momentum
toward consensus.

?
For more information about Civil Space and how you can use it to gain the insights that you need to make informed
community decisions and close gaps in citizen engagement, contact your client success manager.
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